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BECAUSE
the northern turf grasses prefer a cool
ten1perature for their growth, there is in the fall an
increased growth of leaf and a general freshening
appearance on all turf. This revival of vigorous
growth is the reason for careful fall maintenance.
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protected against injury by being tramped upon.
The ideal length for the grass to enter the winter is
just short of the ((lopping over" length.
The thick rough on golf courses can be improved
by being burn t over in the la te fall, bu t such a practice is not advisable for lawns or the better turf
areas.
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planted to Bermuda grass or St. Augustine grass should be given a severe raking to loosen
the soil, and seeded with Italian rye grass at the rate
of from one-half pound to one pound for each one
hundred square feet of turf. The rye grass will give
body and color to the lawn during the winter
months that are too cool for the Bermuda grass.
October is the proper n10nth for seeding with
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I talian rye grass.
WINTER
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that a lawn needs in winter
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is against trespassers. A path across a lawn can be
made very quickly in the winter if there is little or
no snow. Also, if a path is made in the snow on the
lawn, the turf under the trodden snow is quickly
injured. Paths made during the winter are seldom
obliterated before June unless very special care is
given them.
A winter mulch of manure, straw, hay, or even
tobacco stalks has been found to be unnecessary and
in many instances harmful. If one cannot resist the
temptation
to ((protect" the lawn, the mulching
should not be done until after the ground has become solidly frozen.
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far outnun1ber the total of those playing baseball,
football, tennis, and other sports. Very few play
for exercise, and were it not for the pleasure connected with the gan1e, it never would have attained
its present popularity which is rapidly increasing
every year. To the greenkeeper is primarily due the
responsibility of Inaking courses playable and ath
tractive.
T e more he makes them so, the more
1
payers the game attracts and the greater the appeal
to all classes of people.

n1an of the Green Section of the United States Golf
association for the past two years and as Chairman
of the Green comn1ittee of the Country Club of
Buffalo for many years, I feel I can speak intelligently.
My duties in the positions I have held, and my
observation covering a long period of time have
convinced me that there is nothing in golf which is
more irnportant or vital than green keeping. It has
had more to do with the development of the game
and the amazing strides it has made than anything
else, until today there are more than two million
players in this country,
not to speak of those in
Great Britain, Canada, and other parts of the world.

If links are in a condition which leads only to
complaint and irritation, some other means of recreation will be sought as players today not only
want, but demand, alrnost perfect putting greens,
and fairways. \'V'"hen links which receive little attention or are neglected, are contrasted with those
in charge of a competent green keeper, then his great
value to the game is realized. His work has led to
more than 5000 links and clubhouses in this country. The n1unicipal courses which are being constructed everywhere, the daily fee courses which are
becoming so popular, besides the hundreds of millions of dollars invested in the supplies and accessories of the game. It is no exaggeration to say that over
one billion dollars is invested in some way in the
playing of golf.

Golf has becon1e our National game when the
actual nun1ber of players are considered and which

The green keeper however, has not I fear, received
the appreciation
and gratitude
from golfers to
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